FEBRUARY / MARCH 2018
A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
Welcome to the March edition of the 2018 club magazines.
Some of you will have noticed there was no February issue. The simple answer to this was Tony was
away on holiday around the same time as publication was due. Something had to give. This month’s
magazine is a combined Feb/March effort, so it should be a bumper one!
Since the last edition we have held our AGM, hosted a photo night and attended two model shows.
Yes, our 2018 hobby year is in full swing.
My report on the Bovington show can be found further on which was a great day out with friends and
fellow modellers. We of course also attended the Aldingbourne Show which went ahead despite the
‘Beast from the East’ doing its best to spoil the occasion. The weather didn’t affect things too much
according to reports which just show’s what a hardy lot modellers are!
Our recent photo night was a great success, with 23 models or dioramas brought along for me to
shoot. Some of the images have already been seen on our Facebook group page, we had planned to
publish them here, but due to the size of this edition that will have to wait until next month. If you
would like to full set of images of your own models, please let me know. My only request is that you
credit the photographer if they are published elsewhere.
Despite having two months to write articles for this issue, I’m way behind. So, unfortunately my final
report on my Mosquito build will have to wait until next month. I began another project shortly after
the Mosquito, but alas, family matters have trampled all over my free time and progress on my AMG
Mercedes build has ground to a halt. Still, what time I’ve had for modelling has been enjoyable,
especially our club nights.
Keep on building!
Paul
Club President
This is the newsletter of Romsey Modellers a group of plastic modellers based in Southern
Hampshire. We cater for all modelling genres and skill levels from beginners to well-seasoned gurus.
We meet on the 1st and 3rd Wednesdays of the month from 8pm to 10pm in Ampfield, Hampshire,
where we often run workshops and club competitions but more importantly have a good chat about
our hobby. We also attend most of the local model shows, where we exhibit our member’s
completed projects.
We have an open door policy so if you want to sample how we can help you get more out of your
hobby or just come and have a friendly discussion (tea and biscuits provided) please feel free to turn
up – see the last page for details or visit our web site

www.romseymodellers.co.uk
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CLUB NEWS
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 21 S T FEBRUARY 2018
The following is a summary of the AGM. Thank you to all of you that made the effort to take part in
the meeting and help the future of the club as a result.
Committee
There were no proposed changes to the positions currently held by the active members of the
committee. David Pogson has joined the committee. Sean Summers is to pitch in with helping to take
subs on some nights at club meetings. Steve Edwards will not be participating in committee matters
as he is taking some time off from the hobby and the club.
Club image/Table display
The club is to purchase a banner/runner for the club show display which will effectively replace the
logo’d cloths. We will also look at purchasing a couple of pull up signs. In addition, Tony and Paul will
look into a lit logo display for the table. The committee will also look into purchasing some modular
perspex display shelves.
Club Show
The show date is confirmed as Saturday July 14th. We have Friday 13th PM to set up as per last year.
Invites have been sent out. Those being: Poole, Southampton, Salisbury, Portsmouth, Aldingbourne,
Tangmere, Farnborough, Newbury, Castle Road, and Les Garagistes. Kevin Peart and Andy Argent have
been asked too. Barry Sharman has asked to display some of his large ships. We have also invited
Stonehenge Modellers. Traders – MAN Models attendance was confirmed at Bovington. Aerobilia,
Matador and hopefully Salisbury Model Shop will attend.
Show organising meetings will commence in March/early April.
Website
The website requires substantial updates to several areas. Due to a lack of time, nothing has been
achieved since it became a discussion 4 years ago. Tony will seek assistance in helping to update the
website from an employee at work. The website is to hopefully include a news feed via our Facebook
group page. It was agreed that we need to decide what we want from the website.
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Assistance in providing content for the website was sought at the AGM, though no offers have been
forthcoming.
Club funds
The club now has a new bank account with Lloyds. The account is accessible on-line and we have a
debit card to help with purchases. Club funds have never been better. The balance of funds is £2400.
We owe approximately £600 for hall hire costs in 2017. We also owe Lin Smith £330.00. Tony is to be
added to the list of signatories this year.
External club activities
Our show schedule for 2018: We plan to attend, Bovington (Feb), Aldingbourne (Mar), Poole (April),
Tangmere (May) Salisbury (June), Avon, (Aug), Farnborough (Sept), Bovington 2 (Oct), Telford (Nov)
and Bugle call (Nov). Middle Wallop is cancelled for this year due to Museum renovations.
We are organising a trip to Belgium and Northern France which is due to take place in September.
Internal club activities
The Group Model Build (GMB) for 2018 will be based around the purchase of a Dragon 1/35th Tiger
131 kit (Bovington); creating a diorama around the time it was captured by allied forces in 1943.
The tool bank idea was discussed again, from which we will purchased some tools for general use by
members.
Some demos by Luke are planned, though we need others to help. The idea of members display old
to new models may be taken up if there is sufficient interest.
Competitions
The club competitions for 2018 are;
American Competition – July 18th
Vintage kit Competition – September 19th
Annual Competition – November 21st /December 19th
AOB
Name badges are to worn by the committee members at club nights. This used to be the norm several
years ago. It helps new members to the group. The badges are to be updated by Tony. Holders have
already been purchased.
In order to help new members, we will have a current member or two chaperone them during the
evening to help them integrate.
In addition, Mark Husband will create a ‘welcome’ sheet for new members.
The club membership data needs updating as many email addresses etc, are out of date. A new form
will be produced to this effect.
There was no other business.
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SOUTH WEST MODEL SHOW – FEBRUARY 10/11 TH
This years’ first event for the club was the newly formed two day show at Bovington’s Tank Museum.
We had decided early on that we would support both days of the show, even though we did not
necessarily agree that a two day show was the way forward.
The South West Model show would combine static display models alongside radio control models,
and wargaming. This has largely been that case in previous years, though this time the organisers
have made much more effort to publicise the event (or so it felt) including a traders and exhibitors
meal on the Friday evening before the show. I understand that this was well attended. Our plan was
to have a different set of members display on each day, with the option for those that wished to do
both. Indeed some did, though this didn’t seem to be the case for several other clubs.
Our day started with our early arrival at 08:00 to the usual unloading places located outside of the
Tamiya hall. Our pitch was in the Churchill Suite, though for this event we were given an ‘L’ shaped
table arrangement. Not ideal, but we managed to make the best of it. The table took our usual
appearance with shelving to the rear, supporting larger models and space given to smaller projects
and dioramas along the front, protected by our Perspex guards. Lighting helps to lift things and provide
an overall different look to many other club displays. The usual late arrivals meant for some table
rearrangement, but both Tony and I availed ourselve’s of the breakfast on offer while adjustments
were made.

Some images from the Saturday table, and Sundays with a new ‘crew’. It just demonsatrates how much stuff
we have to display!!

Lee and I were also displaying with Les Garagistes, just a short walk away outside the entrance to the
Tiger exhibit.
The show opened at 10:00 and immediately the museum was buzzing with eager modellers and
enthusiasts keen to grab bargains and see the new models on display. I’m unsure of the footfall
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numbers, but I would imagine visitors numbered at least 2000 for the day, if not more. After breakfast
and a quick check on the table, I ventured to have a look around. It was disappointing to see fewer
traders about, and what seemed less clubs than before. Indeed, after speaking to one trader, the
increase in pitch fees for the show had put many off it would seem. What remained was the large kit
trader’s, supporting traders for R/C and Wargaming, plus a few book sellers and the like. Bargains
were to be had, especially at the Antics stand. Some very keenly priced new Airfix kits were snapped
up during the day, as well as the new Tamiya 109’s. As you would expect, many from the club found
kits to purchase, especially from those trading at their club tables. As I write, I can’t recall that I actually
bought anything!
Back at the table business was brisk, so much so that by the end of the show on Sunday we’d sold all
but one kit from the stash we’d taken, raising a good amount Models For Heroes in the process. There
was a lot of interest in the models we had on display, particularly in the dioramas Luke had brought
along, and the variety we had from the members present.
Looking around the clubs tables, there were some fantastic models on show, and frankly some of the
R/C stuff was impressive too. I do like those 1/6th scale tanks….if only I had the space and money! As
a back drop to it all of course is the museum exhibits, as amazing as ever and a never ending source
of inspiration and research material.
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I spent my day flitting between the Romsey and Garagistes table, facilitated by the sheer number of
club members manning our table. I witnessed a near disaster at the Garagistes table when a toddler
picked up an F1 car model removing the rear wing in the process. Thankfully there was no incidences
of that kind at the Romsey table, though the youngsters still like to use the guards as a prop. The
Saturday was manic, and by all accounts less so on Sunday. Judging from the clubs leaving on Saturday,
the two day event is just too much for some. We’ll wait and see if Bovington decide on another
attempt at it in October.
Thanks to everyone that exhibited and in particular those that helped out with set up (Saturday) and
breakdown on Sunday.
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KITASTROPHIK KOGITAT IONS
GRAY SHARPLING

A (hopefully) regular monthly column
This article was originally written for intended publication in the February issue of The Romsey
Modeller. In fact it was completed just a few days too late to make it into the January issue! So the
announcement that there was to be no February issue means it has been delayed almost two whole
months from when it was initially written, so things have moved on slightly. But I won’t spoil any
surprises, it just means I am now an article “in-hand” and can relax a little with regards finding
something to write about.
I must admit that I was starting to struggle for a topic to write about this time. Then in mid-January I
stopped prevaricating about the bush, pulled the proverbial finger out of the proverbial orifice, gaveup procrastinating, and finally made-up my mind about something. It was a hard decision, but once
made it felt like the right decision. For me at least. So this is a sort-of follow-up piece to the very first
Kitastrophik Kogitations article: “Modelling Mojo” from July 2017. I strongly suspect many of you will
have seen this coming a mile off.
DECLARING DEFEAT
I am holding my hands-up, and am going to fully admit that I am a modelling fraud. A failure who
doesn’t deserve to call himself a modeller. A proper modeller would have persevered, would have
pushed through the pain, boredom, and inertia, and would have finished the flipping thing. I am
clearly not a proper modeller. But I could take it no longer. Despite all the money I have spent on
after-market extras for the darned thing - photoetch parts, new decals, additional weapons sets, etc,
etc - I have given up.
I have called time on the Kitty Hawk F-35B project.
I finally admitted to myself that it was extremely unlikely I would ever finish it, and have cleared the
workbench ready for a brand new project.

Variation on a theme of black-basing. A sprayed
mottled pattern that I hoped would give some variation
to the resulting overall plain grey.

After overspray with the base dark grey colour.
Nowhere near as successful as I had hoped. It just
looked like I hadn’t finished painting.

I won’t re-hash all the issues with the model itself. My travails with that kit have been well
documented in this magazine in the past, and so I won’t repeat myself. It would only bore you, and
dredge up bad memories for me. But things had got to the point where I was doing almost anything I
could think of to deliberately avoid sitting down at my workbench. I was really, really not enjoying
the build at all any more, and the merest thought of it was just filling me with dread.
That is not how the hobby should be. Any hobby is, by definition, meant to be something done for
fun! For enjoyment. Well for me, with this particular model, the hobby had simply stopped being any
fun at all. Like an insidious plastic enthusiasm-vampire, that one model had drained me to the point
where I could no longer face sitting down at my bench with that thing staring back at me.
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With three build-articles published already, and more than I had originally paid for the kit already
spent on various after-market extras, I felt there was a strong pressure to continue to the bitter end
and show something for my year (!) of on-again/off-again effort, and financial expenditure. But I just
couldn’t face it any more. So I have given up. The F-35 is now in a Really Useful Box in the loft along
with my other two previously abandoned projects, and if I am honest with myself none are likely to
see the light of day again. If I include my Tamiya Spitfire (see The Romsey Modeller from July 2011),
this brings my started vs completed projects average to just 75%. Which is another reason why I feel
like a modelling fraud and a failure. If anybody else wants to pick-up where I left off, without un-doing
(too much of) what I have completed so far, then I am happy to hand-over the reins, and we could
perhaps call it a joint-project? But for me, I am declaring defeat. As far as I am concerned, that
particular project is over.

Above: The canopy had to be masked both outside and in. Eduard only supplied one set
of pre-cut masks, which I used on the inside where it was more awkward, and then handcut the masks for the outside.
Right: The brass boarding ladder from a separate photo-etch set, intended to be used in
addition to that already obtained from Eduard. I over-spent on extras by far!

Without going too far over old ground, part of the issue was my own fault. Other than the wellpublicised issues with the quality of the kit itself, I believe I was hugely over-ambitious for my paltry
level of modelling skills. My mental image of what I wanted and hoped to produce, compared to what
was actually appearing in front of me on the bench, were on a clearly divergent course and getting
worse. Here are just a few of many examples: My original intentions for super-detailed wheel-wells
and weapons bays took a huge knock when I discovered, far too late in the build to do anything about
it (i.e.: after the fuselage had been sealed-up), that there were new resin wheel wells and weapons
bays available that knocked spots off the feeble efforts I had managed to create by myself. Then came
the masking. This particular aircraft has an intricate and complex pattern of radar-absorbent material
patches and zig-zag lines over and around all the panels. I started this masking, but it was very slow
going - I spent all-day only doing less than a quarter of the upper surface of just the fuselage-spine. It
would have been days and days of just masking panels in tiny convoluted sections. Also, with the
initial paint on, I could see all the flaws in my filling, puttying and sanding of the badly fitting parts;
and suddenly I just could not stomach continuing with it any more.

Photo-etch brake-lines, which the paint refused to
stick to, until I had to plaster it on so thick the effect
was ruined.

Innumerable ejector-pin marks on even the smallest
of bay-doors, and on the very few supplied weapons,
which necessitated purchase of a separate weaponsset just to give me the additional required bombs.
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The end suddenly seemed farther off than ever, compared to just before Christmas, when I had overoptimistically hoped I could see the light at the end of the tunnel. I clearly had much more to do than
I had thought. I felt like I wasn’t making progress and, more importantly, I was just hating every
moment of it, even when things were slowly moving on. So I had a good hard think, and came to my
senses. I decided that I wanted, no needed, to build something else. Anything else.
I can say that, within just a few days of making this decision, I am already starting to feel good again.
However, I do also feel like I almost have the modelling equivalent of PTSD (Post Traumatic Stress
Disorder)! So I need to take a small break with nothing on the bench, before starting something brand
new. What will this new project be? At the time of writing, I have absolutely no idea! However,
whatever it is, it will be something simpler, something smaller, something far less ambitious (!), and
something that I can complete relatively quickly.
It is like a metaphorical great weight has suddenly been lifted from my shoulders, and even now my
enthusiasm seems to be slowly returning. I need a complete change of pace as a “palate cleanser”
project to ease myself back into the hobby. Only then do I believe I can start calling myself a modeller
once again.
[Update: as this is being published later than expected, I can tell you that I have now started a new
modelling project, but I won’t give away any spoilers, you’ll have to wait for next month’s issue to hear
about it.]

HOBBY BOSS ZTZ 96A MAIN BATTLE TANK 1/35.
KARL SCAMMELL

For regular readers of this esteemed
publication, you will remember I recently
completed the Trumpeter DF-21 Ballistic
Missile Launcher, so in keeping with the
Chinese theme I decided to build this
Chinese main battle tank.

BACKGROUND.
The ZTZ 96 is a development of the Type
85/88 main battle tank which first
entered PLA service in the late 1980’s. However, the Chinese realised that in comparison with
contemporary western MBT’s, the 85/88 had several shortcomings and therefore improvements to
the original design were required. Improvements incorporated into the Type 96 included upgrading
the main armament from 105 to a 125mm smoothbore gun and to the front turret armour. The type
96 entered service with the PLA in 1997.
BUILD
As is typical for tank builds, the first task is to add the suspension arms to the lower hull, followed by
spraying the lower hull (paint details given later in article). With the suspension fitted, the road wheels
and sprockets were then assembled, sprayed and then attached to the hull.
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Lower hull.

Sprocket & Road wheel

TRACK ISSUES
Each track consists of ninety-four individual pieces that require gluing together. The first problem to
become apparent was that the sprockets wouldn’t align with the track, therefore the sprocket teeth
wouldn’t insert into the track. Apparently, this problem was quite common with Hobbyboss kits of this
vintage (2010). To overcome the issue, I filed off the inner sprocket teeth which should have allowed
the outer sprocket teeth to fit into
the track aperture. However, this
didn’t completely solve the issue as
the fit was still far from perfect and
aligning the tracks with the sprockets
was still an issue. On one side this
required the rather drastic action of
removing the glued sprocket, drilling
out a bore in the hull/sprocket and
fitting a steel pin so that I could align
the track with the sprocket.
As the tracks are partially hidden by
side skirts, I decided against
Steel sprocket axle pin
assembling the full track which
would save some time and make the subsequent painting somewhat easier.
Once the tracks were assembled I then sprayed them with an acrylic metallic steel, followed by the
application of a Flory models Brown wash
The fender/mud guards were next on the list to assemble although the track would again cause issues
with fitting of the fenders to the lower hull. Although the tracks sat inside the fender it was an
extremely tight fit and this subsequently caused the fender to not fit squarely into the hull location
slots. To improve this situation, I had to reduce the width of the track which fortunately was
predominately hidden by the side skirt/mudguard.
TOP PLATE
The first task was to glue the photo etch grill sets in place. However, the rear set of grill covers were
not to the correct size. I initially thought that perhaps the wrong etch set had been packed in the box,
but on checking, the etch set was marked up with the correct kit details. So, I left the rear grill etch
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covers off and just fitted the larger
front grill sets. Even these
dimensionally seemed a little on
the large side but I could get away
with fitting these.
I was also a little disappointed that
the kit didn’t include any clear
plastic parts for headlamp lenses
etc. With the headlamps and
guards fitted the top plate could
then be glued to the lower hull.

Undersized etch grill cover.

TURRET.
With the lower hull
complete it was
onto the turret
assembly,
the
detail is good,
particularly
the
supplied 12.7mm
machine gun which
sits
on
the
commander’s
cupola.
The
turret
assembly consisted
of attaching the
smoke generators,
sensors and the
hatches
which
would be in the
Good detail, supplied QJZ-89 12.7mm machine gun.
closed
position.
The stowage bins would be attached after the first base coat had been applied although these were
assembled at this stage. The barrel consisted of a two-piece assembly which required minimal clean
up in terms of seam lines and then it was glued into the turret socket.

Turret assembly.

Commander’s hatch again good detail.
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PAINT.
This tank would be shown in a three-colour disruptive pattern scheme. As previously mentioned I
sprayed the road wheels, lower hull and tracks first before attaching the side skirts and top plate. The
following paints were used for the disruptive camouflage scheme.
Vallejo Model Air; Yellow Sand 71.028. Vallejo Model Colour; US Dark Green 70.893. Vallejo Model
Colour. English Uniform (light green) 70.921.
The lower hull, wheels and track were masked up using Tamiya tape before commencing spraying of
the side skirts, top plate and turret. Yellow Sand was applied as the base colour with the two greens
applied selectively as appropriate.

Tracks, wheels masked, primed (Vallejo) awaiting top coats.

With the top coats on, the decals were then applied on either side of the turret followed by one coat
of acrylic matt lacquer. I always like to leave the lacquer for 24 hours to fully harden before applying
any subsequent washes. With the lacquer fully hardened I then applied the Flory Models Black wash
all over, followed by selective removal. This wash nicely tones down the applied paint finish, gives the
finish some contrast and highlights panel lines etc. I then sprayed a brown wash over the wheels, skirts
and lower sections of the hull and turret to represent mud/dirt pickup. With all the washes on, the
final task was to spray a final coat of acrylic matt lacquer all over the surfaces for a final seal.
BASE
My plan for the base was to keep it simple, so
I would therefore just show a muddy track
with grass either side. For the base structure
I used a 335 x 335mm deep picture frame
which can be bought from the likes of
Hobbycraft. After removing the glass, I glued
the hardboard backing plate in position as
this would act as the base for the tank. To
create a slight incline towards the front end
of the track I glued a section of foam to the
hardboard prior to applying the plaster.
I first applied plaster to the track, adding
some sand to the ‘track mix’ to create a
textured surface. Once the plaster had
started to harden slightly, I then took a spare piece of the tank track and pressed this into the surface
to leave an impression. It was then a case of building up the levels where the grass will be placed.
Instead, of a single thick plaster application I always apply multiple thin layers, allowing each layer to
Base showing foam section lower left
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dry before applying the next and if necessary sanding. With the plaster dry, I then painted the track
with an acrylic dark earth.

Plaster applied

track painted.

The next task was glue the grass to the raised sections of plaster. The grass comes in sheet form. It
was just a case of cutting the sheet to the required size and gluing using PVA to the plaster surface. To
create a more natural looking edge between the grass and the track, I randomly added various grass
tufts (Greenline products) and various small stones. To create a shadow effect within the deeply rutted
areas of the track, I selectively applied a black wash to these areas. Finally, to create a wet effect in
these areas I again selectively applied some PVA which would dry clear and glossy, hopefully,
replicating water pooling in these areas.

Base complete.

CONCLUSIONS
It was unfortunate that this kit was let down by the various track issues as otherwise in terms of build
and detail the kit is very good. The turret and commanders machine gun in terms of detail are quite
superb. Despite the issues I had with tracks I enjoyed this build and I am pleased with the final results.
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ROMSEY MODELLERS WW1 BATTLEFIELD TOUR 2018
Following on from the success of last years tour of Normandy, this year we are proposing to undertake
a tour of some of the WW1 battlefields.
Although no definitive plans have been made, we are thinking of spending a couple of days in the
Ypres/Flanders region of Belgium and possibly a day in the Somme region of France. At present we
are probably looking at a trip duration of between 3-5 days during September.
To give you an idea of what we possibly might see, I have listed some of sites and museums that could
be visited in each region.
Ypres/ Flanders







British cemetery Tyne Cot
Sanctuary Wood Trench Museum.
Hooge Crater Museum.
Flanders Fields Museum.
Memorial Museum Passchendaele.
Meningate Memorial – Last Post Ceremony 8pm daily.

Somme region
 Grande Guerre museum.
 Newfoundland Park Trenches.
 Thiepval Memorial & Museum.
 La Boiselle.
So far 5 members have expressed an interest in making this trip. For those interested in making the
trip we would like confirmation by early April, so that hotel bookings can be made. We will be unable
to give a definitive costing until we have a firm idea on the numbers attending. If you wish to express
an interest then speak to either myself, Luke, Paul or Tony at one of the forthcoming club meetings.
Alternatively, I can be contacted via Facebook or e-mail at karlscammell@hotmail.com
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VIETNAM MILITARY HISTORY MUSEUM– HANOI
TONY ADAMS

During my recent trip to Thailand and
Vietnam I spent several days in Hanoi.
My wife and I arrived during the Tet
New Year holiday which meant that
many of the public buildings were
closed, so for the first few days we had
to walk around the city, taking in the
sights from outside (and of course
eating and drinking in excess).
On our final day the museums opened,
so with my wife dragging behind we
made our way to the Vietnam Military
History Museum. The museum is
located in on old colonial building next
to a medieval watch tower dating back
to the (many) wars with China during the second millennia.
We paid of 40,000 Dong entrance fee (about £1.20) and entered into the main courtyard where a MIG21 was displayed.

Vietnamese MIG-21 located prominently outside the main entrance.

The first section of the museum detailed the many local conflicts with China, many of which I was in
complete ignorance , not that I was that much further informed when I left the section as the
information was generally in Vietnamese or French.
Taken from a placard on the Vietnamese Military History Museum

214 - 207 BC :Resistance war against the Qin 208 - 179 BC :Resistance war against the Zhao 40 - 43: Resistance
war against the Eastern Han's domination 542 - 548 : Resistance war against the Liang's domination 603:
Resistance war against the Sui's domination 687 - 905 : Resistance war against the Tang's domination 930 938 :Resistance war against the Southern Han 1077 : Resistance war against the Song 1258 - 1288 : Resistance
war against the Mongolian 1406 - 1427 : Resistance war against the Ming's domination 1785 - 1789 :Resistance
war against the Siam - Qing 1858 - 1954 : Resistance war against the French colonists 1954 - 1975 : Resistance
war against the America imperialist, liberation of the nation

The majority of the museum was unsurprisingly about the 20th century war against the French, South
Vietnam and the US (which was termed the war of American Aggression - fair enough). The tone was
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unashamedly patriotic with many displays centring on the heroic role of the Communist party and Ho
Chi Minh.
A large portion of the displays are used to symbolize and reinforce the willpower and determination
of the Vietnamese. The museum also has a large compilation of posters, newspapers and pictures
demonstrating the global support condemning the Americans.
Outside the museum is a collection of aircraft and AFVs named the "Garden of Broken toys" which
were shot down by the Vietnamese or left behind in the fall of S. Vietnam.
The centrepiece is an impressive sculpture made up of shot down aircraft, I Identified B-52 , Skyraider
and Phantom parts
The museum is well worth visiting and creating provides a different view on the Vietnam conflict that
gave me plenty to think about…

Yours truly in front of a T-54

And again outside the Ho Chi Minh mausoleum

A multi arrow bow – nasty !

The US had Med Vac Hueys – The Vietnamese had
bikes!
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The centrepiece sculpture
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DH 89A DRAGON RAPIDE: A TALE OF TWO BUILDS
RICHARD STEWART

I was asked recently to do a commission build for a colleague who was leaving the AA. It took a little
bit of time to think of what to build but then I remembered that at our head office in Basingstoke we
have a very large model of a DH 89a in our reception area. The AA (like the RAC) had used one in the
1950’s and 60’s for aerial traffic reporting.

In need of a little TLC on the rear horizontal stabilizers and a dusting!
As the injection moulded kit was not in production I decided to put a call out to my fellow compatriots
in the (world famous!) Romsey Modellers to see if someone had one in their ‘stash’ and Stephen Hall
came to the rescue with a Vac Form Rare Plane kit from the early 70’s. As I’ve never built a Vac form I
thought the challenge will do me good (little did I know!).
THE KIT
Well there was not much to look at, no sprues filled with components asking to be detached (in the
correct sequence) to build this. The kit consisted of 3 sheets, 2 white plastic and one clear.

Fuselage hard clear acetate

The other two sheets a very stiff plastic!

Well after reading information on the internet on how to proceed. It was time to start removing the
parts from their plastic ‘entombment’. I read that marking around the parts with an indelible ink pen
helps to give an idea of what needs to be sanded off the part when it is removed. This worked very
well and if I was going to make another Vac form kit then I would use this idea again. As I intend never
make another Vac Form then I won’t!
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I masked of the canopy area to avoid marking
and used my bare Metal Foil Panel Scriber to
remove the parts

As can be seen when the two removed fuselage
parts are together you can see how much
material has to be sanded between the black
marks

REMOVING AND CLEANING
This did take some time as everything had to be removed sanded and cleaned. My desk looked more
like a woodworkers work bench rather than a plastic modeller’s desk with the amount of dust on it.

The seats were very rudimentary so I ‘beefed’
them up a bit with some green putty and added
tape seat belts

I painted the interior the correct colours, and
fitted bulk heads, instrument panel and wing
main spars then glued the fuselage halves
together with Araldite

WINGS AND THINGS
Certainly, makes you appreciate that when you build an injection moulded kit all you have to do is
ensure the sprue stubs are cleaned off and the alignment of the parts are all pre designed in
Not one of these!!
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How to hold onto flat parts when sanding down

Once washed and cleaned all ready for
assembling

Again once all the fits were checked then they were glued together with Araldite (This will be a strong
model!)

Filled the Engine nacelles with putty to give
weight and strength to them

Wings completed with nacelles attached
Note: I made a steel lower wing spar for extra
strength (and Coz I felt like it!)

It was also about this time I noticed some alignment issues and although slight would detract from the
model and so decided this would not be the one I would be presenting and started looking for an
injected moulded one. (More on that in the next chapter!)

Main wings on with metal rod in rear tail plane
to accept rear horizontal stabilisers

Used plastic rod for smaller struts as life was
too short to remove them from the plastic
sheet!
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TIME TO FILL
This was a major exercise! Due to the large gaps with all the joining surfaces more sanding/smoothing
then refilling and re-sanding. Even so I’ve not managed to remove all the join lines to my liking and
one where I tried too hard on the top of the fuselage has made it worse! But what’s done is done.
TIME TO PAINT
I had some Halfords silver paint that I decanted and waited for the gas to expel itself and used my
airbrush to apply (after masking the transparencies). It was then I noticed the paint had a slight
metallic hue to it. So I checked the spray can and yes it was a metallic Silver!
I could have at this stage resprayed it with Tamiya Aluminium Silver but I liked the finish so decided to
let it be.

Note the decal set was from S & M Models

Window frames completed with Bare Metal Foil

ON THE HOME STRAIGHT
It was time to apply the decals which I had ordered from Hannants and were from S&M Models. This
is a very nice set and covers both the AA and RAC variants. I used aluminium bare metal foil for the
window frames and EZ line for the rigging.

Considering the issues this kit has it does now look the part, but don’t look too closely!
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THE LAST BIT
These aircraft had a light at the front. I was determined to put one on this plane also, so I cut the end
off a LED light painted the back silver and cut the nose off the plane. Last bit was the propellers which
I again had to release from the plastic sheet, clean up, paint and attach.

Bit of surgery! With the cut LED nose down in
the white tack

Give me an injection moulded kit anytime!
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HELLER 1/72 DH 89A DRAGON RAPIDE!
This kit came out in 1996 and is vastly different to the Vac formed one previously described. The sprues
and detail finish though does hark back to kits I remember as a kid in the 1970’s. Right down to the
sprues un-bagged and rattling
around in the box (this caused some
scratching to the front canopy
which I had to repair). In fact, the
cellophane covering the outside of
the box would have been better
inside!
The kit overall is very basic but there
is room for some extra detail work
and there is an etch kit available
(KPE 72032) which I ordered from
Hannants and comes with a detailed
instrument panel, rudder bar,
throttle levers, switch packs, pilots
seat belt and map holder. Externally
you get passenger window framing,
vertical stabiliser actuator rod, aileron actuators and side access door handle.

The instrument panel is a work of art! And its on
my little finger!!

Just before fitting the internal passenger
window glazing then fitting the fuselage halves
together

While the fuselage was drying I set to work on the nacelles and used the same technique as the
last build and filled them with putty which would give some strength to the plane as I will be
pinning it to a base.
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WINGS

So nice not to cut them out of a sheet of card
first!

Top wing being fitted. Note: I have already
applied a masking set from Thunderbird models
on the pilots and passenger transparencies

Engine nacelles glued to lower wing compared
to Vac Form one

Main Wings attached (Lower one tacked on)
again with a comparison with the Vac Form one
on the right
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PAINTING
I used my own mix of colours to get the specific AA one I was happy with and sprayed it on using my
Harder and Steinbeck airbrush at approx. 20 psi

Due to the complex decal application I left the
lower wing detached until the decals were
applied

Benefits of using a pre-cut masking set

Had to make my own mask for the engine
nacelles as the decal set did not supply those.

All main painting complete. A coat of gloss and
its down to the decal application.

Time to permanently attach the lower wing
assembly

…and apply the rest of the decals
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Now ready for the rigging

Used the same EZ line as for the last Rapide

As this was to be a gift it had to be in a case and
the Trumpeter (TU09812) fitted it fine. I also
added a printed grass base to finish the display

With the plane pinned and glued to the base.
Just needed the brass plaque then ready to be
presented.

KING OF THE RING REVELL 1/72 “GTK BOXER GTFZ A1”
CHRIS PHILLIPS

The “boxer” is in fact named after the dog rather than the sport, but I thought due to its abilities the
title was rather apt. This huge 8x8 armoured personnel carrier weighs in at a whopping 32 tons, has
an engine developing 710 HP, giving it a road speed of 60 mph. This means that it can out accelerate
any truck on the roads today.
The BOXER has entered service with the German army and also that of the Dutch. It has been
evaluated by several N.A.T.O countries and is likely to enter British service, in the near future.,
Features of the machine include, extensive anti I.E.D electronics, a remote weapon station that can
accept either a .50 cal machine gun or 40 mm grenade launcher, spaced armour including Kevlar
making it mine proof. However the BOXER’S main “piece de resistance” is its ability to swap pods on
the rear of the vehicle to enable it to change mission, troop carrier to ambulance to command etc. A
sort of “Thunderbird 2”.
It is worth noting at this point that the vehicle has seen service at “Mazar el Sheriff” in north
Afghanistan from 2012-2015
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ON WITH THE BUILD
The parts total is equal to any 1/35 scale kit of revels reaching over 134 on7 sprues. I decided to stick
to an Out Of The BOX build, not even changing the wheels for resin versions. The wheels are made up
of 3 separate “rings” sandwiched together to help form the tyre tread, I might point out that it does
work if care is taken.

The suspension is always well looked after by Revell and tends to be very intricate, “frustratingly
fiddly”, with 4 pieces to each wheel station all fitted at the same time!!! The photo also shows the
good tread pattern which is correct and not as shown on the box art , You can also see the large pin
marks on the pod which needs attention if separated from chassis, (that’ll be on the next one). All the
hatches are “closed down” so I had to open at least one by scribing on the inside repeatedly until I
broke through. There is a drivers compartment, but NONE of it can be seen unless you remove the
pod (maybe next time).The basic chassis consists of 10 pieces to which many pieces are added .N.B
when the front engine deck is fitted it looks like there is a huge gap that needs filling, DON’T it is the
air vents for the engine.
On to the pod. This is made up of 6 basic parts all of which are well detailed although no interior is
included (one for the scratch builders). I can understand Revell’s reluctance to include one due to the
many options available. Like I said, no hatches are open but indentations on the inside make it easy to
scribe round and open them up .The weapon station is a fairly complex piece, consisting of 16 parts,
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the fact that the smoke dischargers (all 6 of the fiddley little blighters) are individual and only 2mm x
1mm doesn’t help.
Now onto painting the beast. Simple enough using MIG’s Afghan paint set, starting with lightest first.
Bearing in mind that Revell’s detail can get lost if too much paint/coats are applied. I dispensed with
the primer /pre shading but did give a varnish before applying the TRANSFERS (decals.) then another
after to seal it all prior to weathering.
The weathering stage tends to be a
personal art form in its own right. A
definite case of “each to his own”. So
with the fact that it is a dry arid
scenario I’ve kept it fairly clean (it is
also new in service). I have however
enhanced the detail with a dark wash,
cleaned up then lightly dry brushed the
“sticky out bits” with a lighter colour.
So all I need now is a BOD to stand in
the open hatch, job done!
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STOP PRESS
Australia has just announced that it has chosen “BOXER” as the replacement for its S C.R.V (Combat
Vehicle Recon) currently carried out by AUSLAV.

SHORT SUNDERLAND MK.I BY ITALERI
WILL BOOTH

For some reason, I am rather taken to flying boats
and seaplanes. Perhaps it’s their odd combination
of features for the two different elements they
inhabit. I’ve only ever flown in one (a DHC
Beaver), but have been aboard the Sunderlands at
the RAF Museum and Solent Sky. The recent(ish)
Italeri Mk.I Sunderland had been skulking on my
Amazon Wish List for a while, and was kindly
presented to me by my In-Laws at Christmas.
The kit comes in a big box; there’s some action
boxart, if not up to Roy Cross’s great Airfix version.
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Inside are five sprues of grey plastic, a sprue of clear, a little sheet of photo-etch and some nice decals,
thankfully bereft of stencils. The instruction booklet looks impressive at first sight, though not always
so great in use.
As usual work starts in the cockpit. That was okay, the rest of the build is fairly straight forward. I was
disappointed by some of the kit though. The fit of some bits is not great, the wings in particular needed
some severe filing on the leading edges. Then masses of filler where the wings aren't the same
thickness as their roots! Also because Italeri planned to produce other marks there are holes to break
out for some items, not always clearly indicated or easy, and in painting I have found (too late now)
some slight raised lines where inserts for different turrets go in the moulds!

The kit includes some nice beaching gear. Indeed the holes for fitting it will need to be filled if you go
for inflight or on the sea, or it would sink!
A MASKING EXPERIMENT
The designer, having gone for well (over?) defined panel line detailing on the main parts went to little
or virtually none on the framing of the cockpit and turrets, varying from side to side on the same part
for good measure. Our Tony Adams suggested “bare metal foil” was the answer in such cases. I didnt
have any, no one was selling it at Bovvie so I went with aluminium tape from the local hardware shop!
Well, it works for Rob Lyttle’s 50’s jets. Presumably the “proper” foil would be much thinner but even
so the tape worked reasonably okay in allowing the vestigial framing to be followed, unlike attempts
with Tamiya-style masking tape. The portholes were protected with my usual Copydex, but due to
the handling involved in fettling had to be redone a couple of times.
COLOUR SCHEME.
When the war came Sunderlands around the UK were camouflaged, though some out in the Med
remained painted aluminium through to mid ’40 or so. For the first year or so the same camouflage
as land-based planes was adopted. Italeri provide a number of schemes in the Dark Earth / Dark Green
combination I liked, however their suggestion for DAG is the later Extra Dark Sea Grey / Dark Slate
Grey (which is green really) instead. But the famous photos of DAG (which Italeri based their boxart
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on) were taken in Summer 1940 so there is a good reason to believe it was still brown and green at
the time. Well, enough reason for me anyway.

DAG looks very heavily weathered in photos. This is probably because the brown and green
camouflage was hastily applied and didn’t adhere that well to the factory applied Aluminium paint
finish, spending long periods at mooring won’t have helped either. As usual I've used Tamiya paints
except for the Dark Earth which is Gunze Mr.Color (which I've discovered I don't like). To get a dulled
aluminium finish I painted the hull with 50/50 aluminium and light grey, and the undersides of the
wings (further from the salt water) with more aluminium than grey. I also used these combinations in
areas where the camouflage showed peeling. I use tape, Copydex and anything else that came to
mind to mask the weathered paint before applying the main camouflage colours. Once the decals are
on with the usual glossing, I will mix up a thick wash of black / grey to apply and rub off to get a really
grotty finish. Waterline weed and exhaust stains will add to the air of decrepitude.
CONCLUSION - SO FAR
I had a go at the interior
detailing provided but most has
ended up invisible. The kit
looks modern but some of the
fit is a bit iffy, I used a fair bit
(okay a lot) of filling and filing to
get smooth contours. The
plastic is very brittle so you
need to hold on to parts as
they’re cut off! The photo-etch
could be nice but is spoiled
somewhat by being made from
armour plate. The instructions
are ropey and other than the
overall colour scheme fairly
unhelpful for painting.
In retrospect I might have
prefer to build it afloat at
moorings rather than on the beaching gear, as I think they weren’t brought ashore very often at the
start of the war, probably why they show heavy weathering. But the final build will make an
impressive model of an imposing aircraft - don't expect it to be finished for Wednesday's meeting
though.
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SCATCHBUILT FE8 1/32
LES COOPER

AUGUST 2016
This aircraft is probably one of my favourite WW1 aircraft and as far as I know has not been produced
in 1/3. I did release a 1/72 vac-form in 1987 under the Scaleplanes label when Libramodels was in its
heyday.

The Scaleplanes FE8

This time it has taken a lot longer to scratch build in 1/32 than the original 1/72 pattern which only
took eight hours to complete. The plans
I used then came from one of the JM
Bruce books. For this project the Ian
Stair plans from the Windsock Datafile
by J M Bruce would be my guide. I just
needed to get them scaled up to the
required size. I did encounter a problem
here when I checked the top view plan
against the front view the wingspan was
different! Not sure where this anomaly
manifested itself from and I did not
notice this until I had started work.
Although I've said this is a scratch build
project it's not 100% scratch build , I
needed a donor kit for the
engine,propeller and wheels . A quick look on eBay and a kit was found, the Roden DH2. A bonus in
this kit the seat and the struts were all usable parts. I double checked all these parts against the plans
to see if my measurements were ok and it was a relief to see I had the correct size.
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I needed to prepare the materials I was going to use for the parts I would need to make the nacelle,
wings, tail plane, fin /rudder and tail booms. The wings would be shaped from 3mm plastic card, the
tail plane, fin/rudder from 1mm card. The nacelle would be shaped from high density foam and the
cockpit area would be cut out and shaped to achieve the required appearance. The booms would be
steel rod in a length of plastic tube.
WINGS 30TH APRIL 2017
Starting with the wings. I had spare copies of the plans so I cut out one of the paper wing shapes , as
the basic wing shape is the same for both wings the only difference being the propeller cut outs on
each wing . Using the cut out paper profile I glued it to a sheet of 2mm plastic card to use as a template
, after the glue had set I cut and filed the card to the corresponding shape . I removed the paper from
the card and with a black permanent maker I ran the pen around the edge of the card template. This
template was then sandwiched between two pre- shaped wing blanks with dots of superglue. Using
various grades of sanding stick I gradually removed the excess plastic round the edges until I had the
wing blanks the same shape as the template. I ran a scalpel between the wing blanks until they cracked
open and after removing the superglue dots I ran the marker pen around the outer edge of the two
wing blanks.

The same operation was completed on the tail plane and the fin/rudder.
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It was now time to sand the wings to an aerofoil shape this I would achieve with a centride tile file to
get the basic shape and then various grades of wet n’ dry to smooth off the file marks . I did this
operation outside as it produced a lot of dust,
lucky I picked a nice sunny day. First thing to do
was to use double sided tape to attach one of
the wings to a length of wood which could be
clamped into the workbench before I attacked
it with the cintride . When using this file it
leaves a lot of deep score marks which means I
had to keep checking that I had left enough
material before using the wet and dry files. The
shading of the tailing edge with a pencil
enabled me to judge how far down the rough
filing was going before using the wet & dry files
to smooth off the deep score marks , ready for
work the first wing blank
The same was done on the leading area of the wing before blending in the both areas. It was now that
I needed to achieve that final aerofoil shape to the top surface. I started by running a pencil line across
the wing from front to back using my set square. The reason why I do this when you look along the
wing from either end you will notice any flat areas as the lines will not be parallel. You have to do this
every time you end a session of sanding before the desired aerofoil shape is achieved.
The under surface of the wing needed no
shaping like the top just rounding off the leading
edge to blend in. Having satisfied myself the
aerofoil was ok I completed the other wing and
finished with the tailplane and the fin and
rudder.

Getting the aerofoil section smooth

With both wings now aerofoil shaped we were
ready for the next jobs, the scribing of the
ailerons and wing ribs. Then the cut out in each
wing for the propeller and the area of the lower
wing below the engine. I used a fine tipped
scriber to mark the hinge line and a razor saw to
cut the aileron wing line. After I had removed the
cut outs from each wing for the propeller I
carefully shaped the areas to blend in with the
trailing edge.
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I made up a triple blade
scriber with the tip of the
middle blade removed so I
could scribe each rib in one
pass. Scribing the plastic this
way leaves a raised shoulder
each side as the blade cuts
and pushes the plastic apart.
I would finish off by running a
flat piece of plastic across the
top of the shoulders to
flatten them down slightly.
The fabric is stretched tight
between each rib but is not
flat it has a slight concave
curve.
Wings centre section detail

Homemade three blade rib scriber

Before and after rib detail

Using a Swann Morten No2 blade I carefully scraped between each rib until a slight dip could be seen.
This operation did take some time but the end result looked good. The wings also have a pronounced
dihedral running from the inner struts outwards. My solution to this was scribing a deep line along the
inner strut line from front to back and then very gently bending the outer section upwards. I had to
be very careful not to crack the joint and I'm glad to say I had no disasters. I then placed the centre of
the wing on a flat surface with a piece of foam card under each tip to get the right angle. I placed a
heavy weight on the flat centre section then ran a line of extra thin Tamiya glue down the join and left
it to dry overnight. The following day I removed the weight and foam card and the result look perfect.
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DIHEDRAL IS SET - 24TH SEPT 2017
Hopefully this was going to be the last of the messy jobs,
the shaping of the nacelle outside then inside. Using the
same technique I used for the wings I made separate
templates for the side and top elevations. I had already
prepared two blocks of HD foam for this, making sure I had
marked vertical and horizontal reference lines on the
inner surface of each block. These lines would give
reference points when shaping and adding details later.
I tacked the side template onto the inside of one block
carefully lining up the reference lines on the template and
block before attaching the opposite block with all lines
matching . Starting with the cintride file I removed most
The High density foam blocks with centre
of the unwanted areas. This does create a lot of dust so
lines marked
again this was done outside. As with the wings I had to
keep checking that I had left enough space to smooth off the rough file marks with the wet n dry files
and would end up with the required shape.
Having satisfied myself with the side elevation shape then
I prised the blocks apart and gave a light sanding to the
insides of the blocks to remove the glue. To achieve the
top elevation shape I used double sided tape to attach the
blocks to a flat surface with the template sandwiched
between. The nacelle shape is very straightforward with
just the nose area and rear decking with any curves which
was easy to do. I now had the two blocks with the basic
side and top
elevation
shapes it was
The squared off blocks
time to blend
these together. Using little dots of superglue I glued the
blocks back together making sure the reference lines
matched up. I fitted a fresh 10A blade into my Swann
Morton and started to carefully shave off the corners of
the blocks to get the basic shape then wet n dry to finish .
All this is done with the 'naked eye' so a lot of checking
had to be done otherwise I might have had to build up
areas I'd over-done.
This was the very last messy job, to remove the waste
from the inside of each block to create the cockpit. I fitted
a 3mm wood drill into my Dremell and drilled a chain of holes in the area I had marked off for the
cockpit making sure not to drill all the way through. I changed the drill for a burr and removed the
waste.
The final shaped nacelle
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Using my Tamiya small flat chisel and the burr I gently removed the excess foam to finally achieve the
cockpit opening before polishing off with a fibre pen for a nice smooth finish.

The smoothed out cockpit area

28TH NOV 2017
I wanted to detail the outside of the nacelle before I attempted the cockpit, l dot glued the two halves
back together. Using the plans and photographs I scribed, drilled and glued on various details. There
is some pronounced stitching on the rear area behind the cockpit. I drilled holes in the relevant spots
then slid a short section of florists wire into the hole then a dot of superglue to secure. I used 5amp
fuse wire to recreate the stitching with a little superglue to secure it down. I cut the excess wire lines
off with pinchers and finished with a swipe over with a file to flatten it down.

The wire pins ready for the stitching

Half of the stitching detail

When all the external details had dried I cracked open the fuselage to add the cockpit details. I spent
a lot of time looking for photos of the cockpit interior with little success my main reference were
photos of the replica FE8 in the Air and Space museum in Washington. I did the best I could so the
details are a little bit on the sketchy side but it doesn't look to bad. I used plastic strip and rod to
represent the framing on the sides and used the seat from the Roden kit just thinned down the back
of the moulding as it looked a bit thick. I made up a separate seat module including floor, struts, wire
bracing the control stick and compass, this would be glued into location before shutting the two halves
back together.
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The cockpit prior to closing

The cockpit interior and nacelle finally glued
together with all the stitching

18 DEC 2017
Back to the wings to drill all the
location holes for the struts, the
tiny eyelets for the rigging
attachment points and ten pulley
wheel points. When I had
established the location of these
points I used various sized drill bits
in a pin vice to drill nearly a
hundred holes. By the time I had
finished my eyes and my thumb
and forefinger were sore and I
needed to give them a break.
I used the undercarriage struts
Wings rib detail with strut and eyelet holes
from the Roden kit which needed
altering to represent the FE8. The kit parts are too long in the axel housing area so I cut a section out
to reduce the width using the plans as a guide then glued the struts back together and re-drilled the
hole for the axel. I replaced the plastic axel with steel rod for extra strength.

The Roden undercarriage before conversion

The converted part..

The tail booms needed to be sturdy to help make the final assembly nice and ridged so I planned to
use steel rod inside a plastic tube. I rummaged through my stock of plastic tube and picked out the
appropriate size tube for the scale and a visit to my local model shop I found a pack of the correct size
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steel rod. Using my copy of the top view plan I cut the tubing to the correct length. The steel rod insert
would be longer as I would be drilling a suitable size hole in the back of the wing to insert the rod to
achieve a good strong location point.

The booms complete

I decided I needed a slight change of direction so I built
the engine which was very simple less than half a dozen
parts. Although very simple I did not like the scale of the
tappet rods so I cut them off and replaced them with
florists wire and that looked much better. I sprayed the
finish assembly with Halfords aluminium paint and
painted on thinned down matt black to add depth. While
I was working in this area the propeller was done next but
only after some of the kit moulding was removed. There
are very prominent mouldings simulating metal tips to
the blades which had to go as photos of the FE did not
show this. The hub had a very rudimental look so I cut the
detail off and then built a slightly better looking offering
which would be glued on after painting. I painted a basic
tan brown colour onto the prop and left it to dry
overnight. I masked off the prop before I painted dark brown to represent the lamination of the
propeller, because it shows up big time in this scale lastly light grey to the tips.

The finished engine with wire spark plug leads.

A test fit of the finished engine and propeller.

I knew I had some fairly fiddle bits to make and so I started with the eyelets. I had a rough count up
and I think a needed about 120 plus a few extra to cover those that would be eaten by the 'carpet
monster' I started by cutting 15mm lengths of 5amp fuse wire then folding them in half before hooking
it over my homemade hook in a drill handle . Holding onto the tails of the fuse wire I would twist the
drill and wind the wire up till it was tight and produce a neat eyelet. These needed to be all the same
length which I estimate about 3mm including the eyelet. I found a piece of plastic card the right
thickness drilled a hole through it popped the long eyelet through cut the excess off hey presto job
done.
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To represent the turn buckles I used Albion alloys 0.4mm metal
tubing, again this would have to be cut to length and the cut end
would have to be reamed back open after cutting. I made a
simple gauge to ensure I had all the same length tube and cut the
tube by rolling the tube under a scalpel blade. To open up the
slightly closed tube I used a pin in a pin vice and just pushed it
gently into the closed opening until it open up.

My simple eyelet maker.

These are the cut eyelets I would make 200 just to
be safe!

I needed to make ten pulley wheels as they are very prominent, eight singles and two triple
assemblies. Luckily I have two hole punches of the right size. To make the single pulley I needed two
large and one small disc with a hole drilled in the centre of each disc. The smaller disc was sandwiched
between the two larger discs and a length of rod pushed through the middle and glued into place. The
triple consisted of four large discs and three small.
At this point I looked into the size of monofilament I
would use as the rigging. I made a simple rig to test
out my two choices of 1.1lb fishing line and
polyamide sewing thread. This would also show me
how effective the eyelets and turn buckles would
look in location.

The component pulley parts with one single and
the two triples completed.

I decided to use the 1.1lb line as the it was not as
tightly wound up on its spool as the sewing
threat and it would be easier to tie knots in with
a two pairs of pointed tweezers , I also preferred
the colour it was much more subtle .
The test rig with both rigging choices fitted.
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20TH DEC 2017
I had the privilege of meeting the pilot of this
particular aircraft , Capt. Tom Mapplebeck RFC at an
aviation society meeting in London in late 1987 .
Libramodels had not long released the Scaleplanes
FE8 and I built and presented him a model of his
actual aircraft which is the opening photograph. It
was his aircraft that I planned to use for the colour
and markings but with a slight variation, I would
depicted it after it had been captured by the
Germans.
The only markings I could see were those on the
nacelle, the number 6 then the roundel and finally
7624. The wing roundels and the rudder markings
had all been painted over white. My decals spares
box had nothing I could use for the numbers so I
Capt. Mapplebeck
would have to get them printed. I searched on the
web and found Chris's Bespoke Transfers owned by Chris Moxham . I contacted Chris and told him my
requirements which he was able to produce. He sent me a proof copy of the proposed decals for me
to approve and they look good so I asked him to print them. When they arrived I was very pleased,
nice sharp detail and solid colours. A big thank you to Chris for his excellent service.
I decided to paint all the parts
separately before assembly it
just seemed so much simpler.
I painted all the under
surfaces Humbrol Matt Linen
74. Unfortunately I am unable
to spray indoors and as the
The excellent decals
weather was awful I had to
revert to a wide flat brush. Prior to painting I had super glued all the eyelets into their relevant
locations. I used Humbrol RFC green for the top and two thin coats looked OK. I let all the paint dry
for 24hrs before I would attempt the assembly of the wings.
A test fit of the nacelle with the Humbrol RFC green. The rudder has the white painted band which I
was able spray on during a break in the weather, after it had dried I masked and sprayed the bands on
the wings.

Some of the eyelets in location.

All the parts- doesn't look a lot!
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I now had a selection of pre painted parts to assemble I would start with the wing/strut section. This
aircraft has a nice flat front wing line which made it so much easier to assemble. The wings would
stand on their front edge unaided because of the pronounced dihedral. Using the Tamiya thin glue I
attached the four inner struts onto the bottom wing then carefully placed the other end of the struts
into the opposing hole in the underside of the top wing. When I was happy with the fit I ran some glue
into the joint ensuring I had a perfectly vertical line by placing my set square adjacent to the strut to
see if it needed any adjustment

My wing alignment jig simple but it worked

I left this section to set overnight before adding the four outer struts. One of these struts has the pitot
tube which sticks out further than the leading edge of the wing. I left this one till last after I had glued
and set the other three. I place a piece of foam under the wing tip to protect the tubing from any
damage. I left it all to set before the tail booms could be added.
While the wings were setting I added the decals. I trimmed around the outside of the numbers before
I cut the sheet into its separate parts. A soak in some water and the decals slide off the backing sheet
easily into location followed by a brush over with some
Microsol . They settled down very well and are so thin
there are no raised edges. A coat of Matt Cote over the
decal and all was fine. The roundels came from an old
Microscale set I had although 1/72 but they look ok to
me. I did use the small roundels from the Roden kit but
both cracked in half while I was adjusting their positions.
I placed the wing module over the plan and used pins to
secure it in the correct location. I cut a piece of thick

card the height of the end tail boom and cut
out notches to get the correct angle. The
extra length of metal rod in the boom would
be pushed into the pre drilled hole in the
back of the wing before running some
superglue into the joint ensuring the boom
is in the right location. I started with the two
bottom booms so I could check the
alignment of the booms before adding the
upper set.
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I left the tail booms to set while I assembled the
tailplane and fin/rudder prior to attaching to the
booms with 'U' shaped wire fittings .
2ND FEB 2018
Rigging in this scale is new to me and I must admit a
little trepidation was creeping into my mind. I had a
copy of the Aces High magazine featuring the
Centenary of WW1 which has some very useful
articles with excellent photos of 1/32 rigging. The
nacelle has several rigging wires running out of it and
I thought it would be better to rig the wing/boom

The wings , boom and tail section complete

assembly before attaching the nacelle. Using the
same method I used on the test rigging jig I started
at the centre of the wings adding lines
symmetrically to keep the whole module nice and
square. After a few lines had been added I got into
a 'rhythm' and I was surprise how easy it was, just
had to be patient. I completed all the rigging on the
wings, boom and the tailplane before I glued the
nacelle in place for the last time. The wires that run
out of the nacelle had been glued into place

The partially completed wing/boom rigging

ensuring I had enough length on each one prior to
attaching the nacelle to the wing. The four short
cabana struts were then glued into place.

Nacelle in place ready for the undercarriage and
final rigging

7TH FEB 2018
The undercarriage struts would be attached next and I had pre drilled holes in the bottom of the
nacelle and the back of the lower wing . I made up a card jig so I could place the whole assembly in
the right position while the glue set before I added the axel and wheels
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The undercarriage jig waiting for the glue to set

Sitting up all on its own just the pulley runs
to do. Looking good.

I completed the last lot of rigging from the nacelle to its various location points then glued the engine
into its mounting plate , when the glue had set the propeller was glued on . I left it to set overnight
before I checked it over to see if I needed to attend to any issues then I could call it complete.
I started this project in August 2016 when I got the plans scaled up while still at work and had use of
their photocopier. I wouldn't actually start the build till April 2017 and from that date on it was a daily
project some days it was just an hour other days 6 to 8 hours .The 11th February 2018 was the
completion date of the model and today's date 6th March 2018 is the completion of this article. I've
scatchbuilt other models but nothing in this large scale, although some actions are similar some are
new so it was a learning curve each day. At the beginning it seemed as if was slow going but as each
part was made and I was able to tick it off my mental parts list it became more enjoyable. In the latter
stages as parts had been painted and sub-assemblies made I just couldn't wait to see the final
outcome. I just hoped it would be as good as I'd wished it to be.

The first photo of the completed model and I think it looks right
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Lastly I would love to give a huge Thank You to my wonderful wife Pauline who has had to put up with
me spending many hours in my man cave while working on this project. I've not always been the
happiest person when things have not gone as planned and I've had to walk away and have a cuppa, I
hope there weren't too many. Now the weather is getting warmer there are many DIY jobs to be done
so modelling is going to have to take a back seat while these jobs get done.
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CLUB DIARY 2018
2018
March 21st

Late Club Night

April 4th
April 18th

Early Club Night
US Competition

April 14th
April 22nd

Poole Vikings Show
Milton Keynes Model Show

May 2nd
May 16th

Early Club Night
Late Club Night

May 5th

Tangmere Museum

June 6th
June 20th

Early Club Night
Late Club Night

June 2nd

IPMS Salisbury Show

July 4th
July 18th

Early Club Night
Late Club Night (US Competition)

July 14th

ROMSEY MODELLERS SHOW

August 1st
August 15th

Early Club Night
Late Club Night

August 12th
August 18th

Avon Model Show (TBC)
Boscombe Down Show (TBC)

September 5th
September 19th

Early Club Night
Late Club Night (Vintage Model
Competition)

September 15th

IPMS Farnborough Show

October 3rd
October 17th

Early Club Night
Late Club Night(Photo Night)

October 13th /14th

Bovington Autumn Show (TBC)

November
10th/11th
November 18th
November 25th

Scale ModelWorld 2016

7th

November
November 21st

Early Club Night
Annual Competition

December 5th
December 18th

Early Club Night
Xmas Night

Next Meeting: Wednesday March 21st

Middle Wallop Show (TBC)
Bugle Call

(8pm to 10pm)

CONTACT INFO
Web Site

wwww.romseymodellers.co.uk

Club President
Club Secretary
Magazine Editor
Treasurer
Show Secretary
Competition Secretary

email info@romseymodellers.co.uk

Paul Adams
Tony Adams
Tel: 01794 519153
Tony Adams
Tel: 07736555664
Paul Adams
Mark Husband Tel: 07806 636208
Sean Summers

email: tony@romseymodellers.co.uk
email: ariel.19@hotmail.co.uk

Thank you to this month’s contributors to this publication
Tony Adams
Paul Adams
Gray Sharpling
Will Booth

Les Cooper
Richard Stewart
Karl Scammell
Chris Phillips

FINDING US
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Ampfield Village
Hall
Morleys Lane
Romsey
Hampshire
SO51 9BJ

BACK ISSUES
For those of you that are new to this publication is it worth noting that a full archive of The Romsey
Modeller (now almost 100 issues) plus its predecessor “Update” are available on our web site at
https://www.romseymodellers.co.uk/magazine

Articles and news are always welcome for inclusion in this magazine. Note all views and information
thus expressed are solely those of the author(s) and do not necessarily represent the views of the
editor or the club as a whole. Copyright: Romsey Modellers 2018
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